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The benefit of introducing gold nanoparticles is due to the plasmon relaxation process. The plasmon decay

induces various phenomena such as near-field enhancement, hot electron injection, and resonance energy

transfer. Shape-controlled octahedral gold nanoparticles can maximize the efficiency of these processes.

For practical purposes, a high-coverage decoration method, comparable to physical vapor deposition on

a metal oxide semiconductor nanostructure, is indispensable. However, the ligand exchange reaction to

attach octahedral gold nanoparticles is limited in aqueous solution due to the inactivity of the gold (111)

surface as a result of a densely-packed cetyltrimethylammonium bilayer structure. Herein, we report

a controllable high-coverage surface decoration method of octahedral gold nanoparticles on the

targeted semiconductor nanostructures via phase transfer by an organic medium with thiolated-

polyethylene glycol. Our results deliver an innovative platform for future plasmonic gold nanoparticle

applications.
Introduction

Plasmonic nanoparticles (NPs) have opened a wide range of
applications in broad research elds including nano-
medicine,1,2 engineered nanostructure growth,3,4 optical and
chemical sensors,5,6 and water splitting catalysts7,8 due to their
exceptional optical response. Gold (Au) has been regarded as
the best candidate9 material for plasmonics due to its high
chemical stability in harsh environments and tunable plasmon
resonance in the visible-to-infrared light region.10 The incoming
light energy can be efficiently transferred to a nearby medium
from the energy conversion of plasmon relaxation process by Au
NPs. The process eventually results in localized heating, near-
eld enhancement, hot-electron injection, and resonant elec-
tron transfer to an adjacent semiconductor.11,12 The efficiencies
of these relaxation processes are highly dependent on the
morphology and size of Au NPs.13 The plasmon relaxation can
be strengthened by size-controlled Au NPs having sharp vertices
or edges.14–16 According to the phenomenological plasmonic
model, a productive plasmon relaxation process is expected
with the shape-controlled Au NPs.17 In previous research, we
intensively investigated shape dependence of the plasmon
relaxation processes for shape-controlled Au NPs.18,19 Octahe-
dral Au NPs possess much higher activity than quasi-spherical
and hemispherical Au NPs in plasmonic solar water splitting.
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The theoretical simulations and experimental results18,19 indi-
cate that NPs having octahedral shape have the best ability to
enhance incident near-elds on semiconductor nanostructures
in comparison with NPs of other shapes.

In plasmonics, the dielectric property of the medium around
Au NPs is also crucial to obtain the preferred characteristics. We
cannot expect prolic plasmonic activity of Au NPs near a highly
damped medium (dominance of dielectric imaginary part).20

Metal oxide semiconductors are the ideal materials that can
optimise the plasmonic properties of a system. For further
applications, attachment of octahedral Au NPs on a metal oxide
semiconductor with controllable coverage is highly desirable.
Such high-coverage Au NP decorations are currently achieved
from physical vapor deposition processes,21 precursor reduc-
tions16 (thermal or photo) and linker molecules such as PVP
(poly(N-vinylpyrrolidone)).22–24 However, these methods
distribute shape-uncontrolled Au NPs randomly on the metal
oxide semiconductor nanostructures, which impedes their
prociency and practicability. High-coverage decoration of
shape-controlled Au NPs on semiconductors has not yet been
achieved.

In contrast, citrate reduction and seed-mediated growth
procedures can be utilized to synthesize shape-controlled Au
NPs. Although the citrate reduction method can provide
homogenous quasi-spherical Au NPs over 10 nm in size,25 the
synthesis of Au NPs with a well-dened shape from citrate
reduction is abstruse. A well-dened shape can be achieved via
the seed-mediated growth method using a cetyl-
trimethylammonium bromide/chloride (CTAB/C) capping
agent. CTAB/C mainly determines the morphology of Au NPs
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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and acts as a capping agent to prevent agglomeration. Although
CTAB/C is advantageous for the synthesis of shape-controlled
Au NPs, the repulsion from the CTA+ surface charge hinders
Au NPs from being used in practical applications; in particular,
the attachment of Au NPs to a semiconductor using the seed-
mediated growth method is limited. The complete removal of
the capping agent and the precise Au NP attachment to the
semiconductors are very complex because the agglomeration of
Au NPs26 and the collapse of the bilayer structure on the Au NP
surface are induced below the critical micelle concentration.27 It
is essential to design conceivable methods that can achieve the
attachment of shape-controlled Au NPs to the semiconductor by
using a CTAB/C bilayer structure even though the process is
complex. As a result, the Au NP decoration onto semiconductor
nanostructures has received great attention.22–24 The successful
development of a nanoparticle decoration platform can open up
great opportunities for plasmonics using semiconductor
nanostructures.

Ligand exchange of colloidal plasmonic nanoparticles is
a highly desirable and feasible technique for stability
enhancement and surface functionalization. The ligand
exchange reaction to attach Au NPs is usually carried out using
organic molecules having a thiol (–SH) functional group, owing
to high electron affinity of sulfur (S) to Au.28 To attach Au NPs on
a semiconductor in the aqueous phase, thiolated-acids (for
example, mercaptopropionic acid (MPA); HS–(CH2)2–COOH)
are usually selected. Molecule adsorption onto the targeted
semiconductor surface is achieved predominantly by dipping29

or dropping.18 However, these methods have restrictions due to
the relatively low coverage29,30 and agglomeration of NPs
(Fig. S1†) on the surface of the semiconductor. The difficulty
arises from the ionic nature of the exchanged thiol-acid ligands
(positive sign), which reduces the zeta potential of Au NPs. A
non-ionic (covalent) ligand is required to overcome such
stability degradation of Au NPs during ligand exchange. The use
of such a ligand is required to achieve homogeneous high-
coverage Au NP decoration onto the targeted semiconductor
nanostructures. Among the possible candidates, thiolated
polyethylene glycol (PEG–SH) is a suitable compound for the
functionalization of Au NPs due to its stability, solubility in
water/organic solvents, commercial availability, biocompati-
bility, and high probability of attachment to a metal oxide
semiconductor due to the hydroxide (–OH) functional group
physisorption.31 The molecular adsorption mechanism has
been reported in the literature and is also schematically
explained in Fig. S2.†28 Hydroxide or carboxylate groups can
initiate the adsorption mechanism due to the existence of (–O–)
terminal part. The absorbed PEG–SH molecules form a mono-
layer on the Au surface,32 and the shape can be changed from
mushroom to bush according to the number of molecules on
the Au surface.33 Even though a simple ligand exchange reaction
with PEG–SH for phase transfer has been reported for citrate-
capped Au NPs and CTAB/C-capped Au NPs,34,35 octahedral Au
NPs obtained from the ligand exchange reaction have not yet
been reported.

Herein, we propose an efficient method for preparing
coverage-controlled octahedral Au NPs, which are then attached
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
onto a targeted semiconductor nanostructure; this is achieved
by a ligand-exchange reaction with PEG–SH via an ethanol–
dichloromethane mixture (EtOH–DCM). The advantages of the
octahedral Au NPs compared with those of truncated octahedral
Au NPs and cuboctahedral Au NPs for near-eld enhancement
are shown using the nite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
simulation. To attach the electric-eld-amplifying octahedral
Au NPs onto a targeted semiconductor surface, surface func-
tionalization of Au NPs by PEG–SH is conducted in the aqueous
phase. However, the ligand exchange reaction does not proceed
well enough on the Au (111) surface to provide the attachment
of octahedral Au NPs onto the semiconductor surface. To solve
the problem, we introduce phase transfer from the aqueous
phase to the organic phase through the addition of EtOH–DCM.
PEG–SH functionalizes the octahedral Au NPs aer removing
the CTAB/C capping agent via phase transfer. A particle number
density of about 1.65 � 1014 ea cm�2 (about 31.6% coverage) on
the Si surface is achieved homogeneously, which is analogous to
that of Au NPs generated by physical vapor deposition.18,21 A
transparent solution obtained aer a few hours represents the
complete activation of octahedral Au NPs in solution. Through
the results of spectroscopies (Raman and Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)), we schematically visualize the
surface CTA+ bilayer structure and PEG–SH activation mecha-
nism at the (100) and (111) surfaces of Au NPs.

Results and discussion

The nite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method is employed
to show the electric-eld-amplifying ability of the shape-
controlled octahedral Au NPs. Herein, three kinds of NPs
(octahedral, truncated octahedral and cuboctahedral) are
compared. The heights of these Au NPs are adjusted to 30 nm to
t the scale. The simulation congurations of the three kinds of
Au NPs are shown in Fig. 1a. To visually differentiate the facets
of these Au NPs, two distinct colors are used according to the
facets shown in Fig. 1a. The FDTD simulations obtained at the
incident wavelengths of 350, 450, 550 and 650 nm to compare
the electric-eld-amplifying abilities of the three kinds of Au
NPs are shown in Fig. 1b–e. The eld intensities are at the
highest level near the plasmon resonance frequency of around
550 nm. The overall results show that the incident electric eld
is signicantly enhanced with octahedral Au NPs compared
with the results obtained for truncated octahedral or cubocta-
hedral NPs regardless of the incident light wavelength. The
maximum electric eld enhancement ratios (|E/E0|) for twelve
outputs given in Fig. 1b–e are shown in Fig. S3.† The FDTD
simulation results show the excellent electric eld-amplifying
ability of octahedral Au NPs. In single-crystalline Au NPs
without self-assembled structure, the octahedral Au NPs are
found to be the best choice to enhance incident near eld by
both experiment and simulation.18

Fig. 2a–c show the morphologies of the three types of Au NPs
(octahedral, truncated octahedral and cuboctahedral) aggre-
gated on a TiO2/Si substrate 40 nm in size. The images were
obtained using a eld-effect scanning electron microscope (FE-
SEM). The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 18442–18450 | 18443



Fig. 1 FDTD simulation results (|E/E0|) of the three kinds of Au
nanoparticles (octahedral, truncated octahedral and cuboctahedral) at
various incident wavelengths. (100) and (111) facets are denoted as
yellow and blue, respectively. (a) Schematic configurations of Au
nanoparticles. (b) Field enhancement at 350 nm photons. (c) Field
enhancement at 450 nm photons. (d) Field enhancement at 550 nm
photons. (e) Field enhancement at 650 nm photons.
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these Au NPs are presented as insets. The 3-dimensional
congurations of Au NPs that were reconstructed from the TEM
images are also included as an inset. The edge sizes of the three
types of Au NPs were estimated to be around 20–25 nm. Fig. S4†
shows the proportions of the (111) and (100) facets according to
their shapes, as reported36 and calculated. The schematic of the
Au NP attachment procedure based on phase transfer via
PEGylation34,35 is shown in Fig. 2d. The process consisted of two
steps according to their media (in aqueous and organic phases).
First, 0.02 mL of PEG–SH aqueous solution (1 mg/1 mL) was
added to a glass vial containing an aqueous solution of Au NPs
(10 mL). Aer a while (more than 30 min), an organic solvent
mixture of EtOH and DCM (1 : 1 volume ratio) was added to the
aqueous solution containing Au NPs. Phase transfer automati-
cally occurred upon adding the organic medium (DCM–EtOH).
Aer collecting the Au NP sediments by centrifugation, the
concentration of the solution containing Au NPs was adjusted
to control the coverage of Au NPs on a targeted semiconductor
by adding an organic medium. Au NPs could be simply attached
to the substrate via dipping. Finally, aer dipping, the targeted
18444 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 18442–18450
substrate was washed with EtOH to remove the residues. Fig. 2e
shows the attachment of Au NPs onto the inside of a transparent
vial due to PEGylation (PEG–SH adsorption onto the Au NP
surface). PEGylated Au NP solution le for 24 h showed that the
attachment of Au NPs was the greatest with the cuboctahedral
Au NPs and least (almost transparent) with the octahedral Au
NPs. This result implied that due to the lack of activity on the
(111) facets, PEGylation did not sufficiently proceed on the
octahedral Au NPs attached on a targeted semiconductor in the
aqueous phase. Fig. 2f shows that without PEG–SH, the phase
transfer of octahedral Au NPs from aqueous to the DCM–EtOH
medium was not facilitated. Due to the decrease in the micelles
of Au NPs with the addition of EtOH, the color of the solution
was highly diluted. The phase transfer of Au NPs occurred aer
the addition of PEG–SH. Within a short time (less than 30 min)
of PEGylation, it was observed that the phase transfer did not
proceed efficiently. An adequate PEGylation time (over 3 h) was
required for sufficient ligand exchange reaction in the aqueous
phase. The objective of introducing the EtOH–DCM medium is
the removal of the CTA+ bilayer structure to facilitate PEG–SH
attachment onto the Au surface. A similar concept was reported
in a previous study on a phospholipid bilayer structure.37 To
show homogeneous ligand exchange, we obtained an image of
the octahedral Au NPs aer phase transfer by TEM with the
negative staining technique38 (Fig. S5†). TEM images of an
isolated octahedral NP (Fig. S5a and b†) and a group of octa-
hedral Au NPs (Fig. S5c†) are shown. For the aqueous phase
without PEGylation, the amorphous organic trace around
octahedral Au NPs was not observable, as shown in Fig. S5d.†18

To identify the uniformity of Au NPs aer PEGylation, we per-
formed dynamic light scattering (DLS) and zeta potential
measurements. As shown in Fig. S5e and f,† the average size of
the octahedral Au NPs increased from 34.6 to 41.35 nm without
changing the polydispersity index (PDI); this implied a homo-
geneous PEGylation reaction on the Au NP surfaces. PEGylation
of Au NPs usually yields a negative zeta potential, as reported in
the literature.39,40 A non-negative zeta potential indicates the
partial exchange of the CTAB/C bilayer structure on the surface.
Fig. 2g shows high-coverage octahedral Au NPs attached onto
a glass vial.

Fig. 3a presents the absorption spectra for the three kinds of
Au NP solutions measured and normalized to their resonance
peaks from 300 to 800 nm. The resonance peaks for octahedral,
truncated octahedral and cuboctahedral Au NPs in aqueous
solutions were observed at 541, 538, and 559 nm, respectively.
The resonance peaks for truncated octahedral Au NPs and
cuboctahedral Au NPs in aqueous solutions were blue-shied (2
and 3 nm in sequence) aer PEGylation due to the change in the
dielectric constant of the surroundings, which resulted from the
adsorption of PEG–SH onto the Au NP surface.41 Interestingly,
the resonance peak shi for octahedral Au NP solution was not
observable from the absorbance measurement. The result sug-
gested a sluggish PEGylation process for octahedral Au NPs. For
the attachment process, 10 mL of the as-synthesized octahedral
Au NP solution was concentrated to 0.5 mL via centrifugation
aer the phase transfer. The dipping time and solution
concentration were controlled to adjust the nanoparticle
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 2 Agglomerated (a) octahedral, (b) truncated octahedral and (c) cuboctahedral Au nanoparticles on TiO2 thin films. (d) A schematic for the
process of anchoring Au nanoparticles for the semiconductor nanostructure attachment using PEGylation in aqueous phase and phase transfer
to organicmedium. (e) A visualization of the Au NP attachment using vials. (f) Phase transfer to organicmedium according to the PEGylation time.
(g) Image of octahedral Au nanoparticles attached to a vial.
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coverage on the Si substrate. The corresponding results are
shown in Fig. 3b (concentration of as-centrifuged Au NP solu-
tion is indicated as C). The number of Au NPs on the Si surface
increased in proportion to the solution concentration and
dipping time. Aer 1 day, the octahedral Au NP organic solution
became transparent (Fig. S6a†) in comparison with the aqueous
solution of pristine Au NPs (Fig. S6b†). This result showed the
achievement of homogeneous PEGylation via phase transfer to
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
an organic medium (EtOH–DCM). An FE-SEM image of the
silicon surface with the highest coverage is shown in Fig. 3c. To
show the versatility of the octahedral NPs, they were decorated
onto TiO2 nanorods (NRs) (Fig. 3d, S7†) as well as various
semiconductor lms (Fe2O3, SnO2, WO3, and SiO2; Fig. S8a–d†).
In addition, the image of octahedral Au NPs decorated on TiO2

NR/FTO is enclosed as an inset image.
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 18442–18450 | 18445



Fig. 3 (a) Absorption spectra of octahedral, truncated octahedral and
cuboctahedral Au nanoparticles before and after adding PEG–SH in Au
nanoparticle aqueous solution. (b) Dependence of particle density on
silicon according to the concentration and time (as-centrifuged
concentration of Au NP solution from the organic solvent is indicated
as C). (c) SEM image showing maximum Au nanoparticle density. (d)
SEM image of octahedral Au nanoparticles attached to TiO2 nanorods.
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To analyze the results for the shapes of Au NPs, we investi-
gated the CTA+ molecular vibration mode through Raman and
FTIR spectroscopy. Fig. 4a shows themain Raman spectra of the
CTA+ molecule from 600 to 3000 cm�1 wavenumbers. For
comparison, the Raman signal of CTAB 200 mM aqueous
Fig. 4 (a) Normalized Raman spectroscopic analysis of the three
shape-controlled Au NP solutions from 600 to 3000 cm�1. Smoothed
data is also included (black dotted lines (.) indicate peak positions). (b)
Normalized FTIR spectroscopic analysis of the three shape-controlled
Au NP solutions before and after PEGylation from (2000 to
3950) cm�1. The intensity for FTIR at specific region around 3400 cm�1

is enlarged 10 times for visual assistance. The disappeared peaks after
PEGylation are denoted as purple dots (C) (black dotted lines (.)
indicate peak positions).

18446 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 18442–18450
solution is also shown in Fig. S9a.† The rst domain in Fig. 4a
(720 to 800) cm�1 was ascribed to the stretching (n) vibration of
the CTA+ headgroup (trimethylammonium). The vibrational
signal at 760 cm�1 was ascribed to the headgroup (C–N+)
symmetrical stretching.42 The signal around 730 cm�1 could be
ascribed to another head group vibrational mode.43 The vibra-
tional mode at 730 cm�1 is usually unobservable in CTA+-cap-
ped Au NPs in a Raman excitation,43,44 and it is only recorded in
previous literature with Au nanospheres synthesized from CTA+

growth solution with citrate-reduced seed.45 The phenomenon
could be attributed to the facet of a spherical particle that is
mainly composed of (111) and a small portion of the (100)
facets.46,47 Our result strongly indicates that the CTA+ bilayer
structure in octahedral Au NPs is different from those in other
NPs. The second domain in Fig. 4a (1000 to 1600 cm�1) origi-
nates from the skeletal vibration in the carbon backbone chain
of CTA+. The signal at 1085 cm�1 indicates carbon–carbon (CC)
stretching (n) vibration of CTA+ alkyl-chains.45 We can gure out
the headgroup vibrational activity compared with that of the
backbone from the peak intensity ratio (I1085/(I760 + I730)) of
Raman spectroscopy. Summarized data in Table 1 show that
octahedral Au NPs have the lowest value. The analysis indicates
suppressed backbone vibration and promoted headgroup
vibration in CTA+ on the (111) facet. The peaks at 1300 and
1610 cm�1 indicate the CH2 twisting (t) and wagging (w) vibra-
tion modes sequentially (out-of-plane vibration) in the hydro-
carbon backbone. If the hydrogen moves in the same (or
different) vertical direction, it would be wagging (or twisting).
The ratio I1300/I1510 shows the vibrational tendency of the
backbone chain. As shown in Table 1, hydrogen favors
a different vertical directional movement in octahedral Au NPs.
The result indicates the presence of strong strain in the CTA+

bilayer structure due to the suppressed atomic vibration of
hydrogen. The peak at 1445 cm�1 indicates the CH2 scissoring
(ds) vibrational mode (in-plane vibration). The lowest peak
intensity ratio (I1445/I1300) of octahedral Au NPs when compared
with those of the three Au NPs means suppressed in-plane
vibration, which supports the idea of a strong strain in the
CTA+ bilayer structure in octahedral Au NPs. The last domain in
Fig. 4a (2800 to 3000 cm�1) is attributed to the stretching (n)
vibrational modes of hydrocarbons (CHx).43 The signals at 2850
and 2892 cm�1 indicate stretching (n) vibrational modes of
hydrocarbons in the backbone (CH2) in symmetrical and anti-
symmetrical modes, respectively. The two last signals at 2930
and 2973 cm�1 indicate stretching (n) vibrational modes of
hydrocarbons in headgroup (CH3) in symmetrical and anti-
symmetrical modes, respectively. The overall comparison of
the three intensity ratio results (I2850/I2930, I2892/I2973 and (I2892 +
I2890)/(I2973 + I2930)) from Table 1 indicates suppressed CTA+

carbon chain vibration in the octahedral Au NPs. According to
the literature, the C–O bonding signs from PEG–SH appear at
1132 and 1160 cm�1;48 however, these peaks are not observed.
We think that the reason lies in the low concentration of PEG–
SH in the Au NP solution. On the other hand, the Raman signal
degradation around 760 and 960 cm�1 is observed, as shown in
Fig. S9b.† If a complete ligand exchange with PEG occurs, the
CTA+ peaks would be eliminated.49 As per our investigations
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Table 1 The vibrational activity of the CTA+ molecule in Au NP solution

Intensity ratio I1085/(I760 + I730)
a I1300/I1510

b I1445/I1300
c I2850/I2930

d I2892/I2973
e (I2892 + I2890)/(I2973 + I2930)

f

Octahedral 1.94 7.86 1.27 1.05 1.598 1.18
Truncated octahedral 6.42 1.25 1.72 1.16 2.095 1.29
Cuboctahedral 2.56 2.98 1.76 1.10 1.669 1.22

a (Backbone vibrational activity). b (Out-of-plane vibrational activity (same directional movement)). c (In-plane mode vibrational activity). d (C–H
stretching activity in backbone (symmetrical)). e (C–H stretching activity in backbone (anti-symmetrical)). f (C–H stretching activity in backbone
(total)).
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using DLS and zeta-potential, a partial ligand exchange on the
Au NP surface is expected.

The FTIR absorption spectra of Au NP solution from 2000 to
4000 cm�1 are measured, as shown in Fig. 4b. These data are
measured by dropping a small amount of solution onto the
glass substrate, and the spectra are normalized according to
their highest intensity peak value (2915 cm�1). For reference,
the FTIR absorption spectra of CTAB 200 mM solution and
PEG–SH aqueous solution (Fig. S10a†) and the designation of
the peaks (Fig. S10b†) are included. Several uncommon
phenomena are observed in the FTIR results. An unreported
peak is observed at 3004 cm�1, which can be attributed to
a partial red-shi of the peak at 3015 cm�1 (CH3 stretching (n)
vibration), owing to the strain of the CTA+ bilayer structure. In
the literature, the signal around 3239 cm�1 corresponds to the
hydroxyl vibration of a surface-absorbed water molecule.50,51

The truncated octahedral and cuboctahedral Au NPs exhibit
FTIR signals due to the water molecule adsorption on the Au NP
surface, whereas octahedral Au NPs do not show the signal,
which means that the water molecule adsorption onto the
Fig. 5 Schematic of the CTA+ bilayer structure according to the facet of
digitated hydrophobic CTA+ bilayer structure on the (100) facet. (c) O
hydrophobic CTA+ bilayer structure on the (111) facet. The CTA+ molecu

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
octahedral Au NP surface is restricted. Therefore, to obtain
enhanced hydrophobicity, the CTA+ bilayer in octahedral Au
NPs should be more densely-packed than those in the truncated
octahedral and cuboctahedral Au NPs.52 Interestingly, the
octahedral Au NPs do not show a peak between 3390 and
3440 cm�1, but a new peak at 3474 cm�1 is observed. It is known
that this region indicates the stretching vibration due to the
adsorption of the CTA+ headgroup.14 The unreported peak at
3474 cm�1 can be regarded as the blue-shied signal from 3390
and 3440 cm�1 signals owing to the strong binding of the CTA+

headgroup compared to that in NPs of other shapes. Also,
strong binding on the Au (111) surface is also expected from
computational calculations.53,54 The water solvation frequency
of CTA+ around 3600 cm�1 indicates the formation of a CTA+

bilayer structure on the Au NP surface.14 The FTIR signal aer
PEGlyation shows disappearance of the CTA+ headgroup
adsorption signals at 3390 and 3440 cm�1 for truncated octa-
hedral and cuboctahedral Au NPs, whereas the signal at
3474 cm�1 from octahedral Au NPs does not show such an
adsorption signal. The overall spectroscopic data suggest that
Au NPs. (a) One Au (100) surface atom with dangling bonds. (b) Inter-
ne Au (111) surface atom with dangling bonds. (d) Densely packed
le headgroup adhesion site is denoted in the schematic as green balls.

RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 18442–18450 | 18447
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PEGylation on octahedral Au NPs is difficult due to the unique
CTA+ bilayer structure (strong binding of headgroup and
densely packed structure) on the (111) facet.

To explain the results according to the shape of Au NPs, the
facets of Au NPs should be considered. Surface bonding is an
indispensable factor for describing selective particle attach-
ment in the aqueous phase. As shown in Fig. 5a, the Au (100)
surface atom has 8 neighboring atoms, and 4 additional surface
bonds are available. Considering the CTA+ headgroup binding
on (100), the Au vacant site and the spectroscopic analysis in
Fig. 4, we can observe that the CTA+ headgroup bindings are
loose on the (100) surface, and the bilayer density is not high.
Sufficient space between the headgroup binding sites can make
the CTA+ molecules intersect. The CTA+ bilayer structure on the
(100) surface is inferred to be an inter-digitated structure
(Fig. 5b), according to our spectroscopy results and the previous
report.55 The sparse and thin CTA+ hydrophobic bilayer, in
addition to the loose binding of the CTA+ headgroup, allows the
PEG–SH molecule to attach successfully to the Au (100) surface
(for the truncated octahedral and cuboctahedral Au NPs).
Meanwhile, the Au (111) surface atom has 9 neighboring atoms,
and 3 additional surface bonds are available, as shown in
Fig. 5c. The CTA+ headgroup binding on the (111) Au vacant site
and the spectroscopic analysis in Fig. 4 show a dense CTA+

bilayer structure and strong CTA+ headgroup bindings on the
(111) surface. The adjacent headgroup binding sites block the
intersection of CTA+ molecules. As a result, the CTA+ bilayer
structure on the (111) surface is deduced from our spectro-
scopic result, and the Au (111) facet structure is inferred to be
a densely packed structure. The thick and dense CTA+ hydro-
phobic bilayer, in addition to the strong binding of the CTA+

headgroup, results in the prevention of the PEG–SH binding
onto the (111) surface.

Conclusions

Through an examination of the Au NP ligand exchange reaction
of PEG–SH in water via UV-vis spectroscopy, Raman spectros-
copy, FT-IR spectroscopy and the visual observation of a glass
vial, we have conrmed that octahedral Au NPs exhibit more
decrease in PEGylation in the aqueous phase in comparison
with truncated octahedral and cuboctahedral NPs. The PEGy-
lation results for the three shapes of Au NPs indicate that PEG–
SH adhesion to the Au surface is more reliable at the Au (100)
surface rather than that at the Au (111) surface. We have suc-
ceeded in the high-coverage decoration of octahedral Au NPs on
a semiconductor surface via removal of the CTAB/C ligand for
PEG–SH activation of the inactive Au (111) surface with the
EtOH–DCM medium. The controlled attachment of octahedral
Au NPs via PEGylation in an organic medium (EtOH–DCM) to
the semiconductor with sufficient coverage proves the potential
of the proposed method for further plasmonic applications of
shape-controlled Au NPs. The covalent bonding property of
PEG–SH profoundly reduces the agglomeration of Au NPs. Due
to the highly efficient plasmon decay process (including hot
electron/heat generation, near-eld concentration, and reso-
nant energy transmission) exhibited by shape-controlled Au
18448 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 18442–18450
NPs, we expect that this procedure will facilitate the application
of the localized surface plasmon resonance property of Au NPs
obtained from their high-coverage attachment.

Experimental
Materials

Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, $99.9%), L-ascorbic
acid (AA, 100%), sodium borohydride (NaBH4, $99%), triso-
dium citrate dihydrate (Na3C6H5O7$2H2O, Na3Cit), gold chlo-
ride hydrate (HAuCl4$xH2O, 99.999%) and poly(ethylene glycol)
methyl ether thiol (thiolated polyethylene glycol, PEG–SH,
average Mn ¼ 2000) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Cetyl-
trimethylammonium chloride (CTAC, $98%) was obtained
fromWako. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH, 1 M), anhydrous ethanol
(C2H5OH $ 99.9%) and dichloromethane (CH2Cl2 $99.5%)
were obtained fromDaejung. 3-Mercaptopropionic acid (MPA$

99%) was purchased from Alfa Aesar. Si wafers and wet oxidized
(300 nm) SiO2/Si wafers were purchased from DASOM RMS.
These chemicals were used without further purication with
deionized water (Pure Water Corporation). Fluorine-doped tin
oxide (FTO, 8 U ,�1) was purchased from Wooyang GMS.
Titanium dioxide (TiO2), tungsten oxide (WO3) and hematite (a-
Fe2O3) were purchased from Kojundo Chemical (grain shape,
99.9%).

Semiconductor thin lm preparation from electron beam
evaporator (E-beam)

Titanium dioxide (TiO2), tungsten oxide (WO3) and hematite
thin lm (a-Fe2O3) were deposited on a Si wafer with (100) cut.
Film thicknesses were obtained from the thickness monitor. To
crystallize the as-deposited lm, thermal annealing was per-
formed in ambient air condition in a box furnace (FB 1310M,
Thermo Scientic).

Au nanoparticle attachment with MPA

We have described this revised method in previously reported
studies.18,19 Briey, 1 mL octahedral-shaped Au nanoparticle
solution was added to a scintillation vial. The objective samples
were immersed into the octahedral-shaped Au nanoparticle
solution. Then, a precipitator solution containing MPA (0.5 M)
and NaOH (0.5 M) was added to the octahedral-shaped Au
nanoparticle solution. The coverage of the octahedral-shaped
Au nanoparticles on the samples was controlled by changing
the volume of the precipitator solution. The SEM images in
Fig. 2 were achieved via this procedure.

Synthesis of CTAC-capped Au seeds

A seed-mediated growth method was used for the synthesis of
shape-controlled Au nanoparticles. First, CTAB-capped Au seeds
were synthesized from a strong reduction agent (NaBH4). Ice-
cold NaBH4 aqueous solution (10 mM, 0.6 mL) was added to
10.0 mL aqueous solution containing 0.25 mM HAuCl4 and
100 mM CTAB. The brownish seed solution was stirred for 2
hours at 30 �C to decompose the remaining NaBH4. Next, CTAC-
capped Au seeds were synthesized from the CTAB-capped Au
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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seeds. Then, 100mM (1.5 mL) AA was added to another aqueous
mixture solution containing 5 mM HAuCl4 (0.2 mL), 200 mM
CTAC (2 mL) and water (1.8 mL). Aer the color change of the
mixture solution from yellow to transparent, 100 mL CTAB-
capped Au seed solution was promptly injected. The solution
was le at room temperature until a red wine color was seen.
The as-synthesized Au seeds were concentrated by centrifuga-
tion and redispersed in 1 mL of 20 mM aqueous CTAC solution.
The growth of octahedral Au NPs

The redispersed CTAC seed solution (100 mL) was rapidly
injected into the transparent aqueous growth solution con-
taining 5 mMHAuCl4 (0.4 mL), 200 mMCTAB (0.5 mL), 200 mM
CTAC (4.5 mL), 100 mM AA (60 mL) and water (4.3 mL). Stirring
was vigorously performed during the growth process.
Synthesis of truncated octahedral Au NPs

The redispersed CTAC seed solution (100 mL) was rapidly
injected into the transparent aqueous growth solution con-
taining 5 mMHAuCl4 (0.4 mL), 200 mMCTAB (0.5 mL), 200 mM
CTAC (4.5 mL), 100 mM AA (30 mL) and water (4.3 mL). Stirring
was vigorously performed during the growth process.
Synthesis of cuboctahedral NPs

The redispersed CTAC seed solution (100 mL) was rapidly
injected into the transparent aqueous growth solution con-
taining 5 mMHAuCl4 (0.4 mL), 200 mMCTAB (0.5 mL), 200 mM
CTAC (4.48 mL), 100 mM AA (60 mL) and water (4.5 mL). Stirring
was vigorously performed during the growth process.
FDTD simulations

The FDTD simulations were performed with a program FDTD
solution (Lumerical solutions). The near eld simulation was
conducted with 1.78 fs pulse length. The simulation condition
was a perfectly matched layer (PML) boundary condition. The
meshing condition was set to the automatic non-uniformmode,
and the renement was set to conformal variant 1. The calcu-
lation region was 100 nm � 100 nm, and the mesh size was
0.5 nm � 0.5 nm. The simulation was conducted with titanium
dioxide (TiO2) thin lm in air.
Characterizations

Field emission scanning electronmicroscopy (FE-SEM,MERLIN
compact, Zeiss), high-resolution transmission electron micros-
copy (TEM, JEM-2100F, JEOL), UV/VIS spectroscopy (V-770,
JASCO) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR,
Nicolet iN10, Thermo Fisher Scientic) were used in this
study. For the Raman analysis, a 532 nm laser source was
trained on a glass capillary tube containing Au NP solution. For
the dynamic light scattering (DLS) analysis, a Malvern Zetasizer
was utilized. The instruments were accessed at the Research
Institute of Advanced Materials (RIAM, Seoul National
University).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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